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Experience
2018:

At the end of year (2016) I finished working for North Sails (DK), they
moved the production to England. However at the same time I started to
work for Onesail (DK). I continue to work with my loft with new
accessories design for small kellboats like (C55 , CB66 Race, Melges 24).

2011:

I opened my sail loft.

2008-2011:

Frequent contact with some sail lofts ,North Sails (DK), veleria Baraonda,
(ITA), veleria Cadenote (ESP), Boat TP52 Conteiner (D).

2007-2008:

Sailmaker for North Sails Spain participating in the sails manufacturing
for the boats Telefonica Movistar Blue and Black, in the Volvo Ocean
Race.

2006-2007:

Senior sailmaker for the Spanish syndicate “Desafio Español 2007”, as
responsible for changing and repairs of the sails, in occasion of the
semifinal of the Louis Vuitton Cup in Valencia.

2005-2006:

Sailmaker for North Sails Spain participating in the sails manufacturing
for“Telefonica Movistar” in the Volvo Ocean Race.

2000-2004:

Sailmaker for North Sails Spain participating in the sails manufacturing
for AC boat “Alinghi”, among many other relevant projects.

1997-2000:

Sailmaker for Italian AC syndicate “Prada” in Punta Ala and Auckland,
winning the Louis Vuitton Cup.

1995-1997:

Co-owner of Eurosails Sailmakers in Viareggio ( Italy).

1994-1995:

Senior sailmaker for Diamond Spain during the sails manufacturing for
AC Spanish Syndicate “Rioja de España”.

1993:

Senior sailmaker for Diamond Italia assisting the German Team and
participating in the Admiral's Cup in Cowes, winning the Trophy.

1990-1992:

Sailmaker for the Italian AC Syndicate “Il Moro di Venezia” in Palma de
Mallorca and San Diego, winning the Louis Vuitton Cup.

1987-1989:

Sailmaker in Starsails located in Viareggio (Italy).

1984-1986:

Sailmaker for UK Sailmakers Italia in Capalle (Italy).

1981-1984:

Freelancing sailmaker for different sail loft

1979-1980:

Military service for 18 months on board of school ship
“AmerigoVespucci”.

1973-1979:

Old traditional sailmaker Fratelli Puosi in Viareggio (Italy) where I began to
learn this wonderful trade.

Hobby and interest
Race and cruising, saling, practicing Aikido for better balance and harmony for the body and the
mind, walking in the forest and learning about mythology .

Motivation
The strong motivation to send this CV is due to the fact that after a good part of my life
kneeling in different sail lofts and America Cup Team where we shared joy and pain during the
races, the desire to win is still a goal I live, a last chance not to be missed. At the same time
family support completes the realization of being a member of the team.

